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Chapter 1 : CakePhp Interview Question Answer
CakePHP is an open-source free web framework written in PHP scripting Language for rapid web blog.quintoapp.comP
follows the model-view-controller (MVC) approach and modeled after the concepts of Ruby on Rails, and distributed
under the MIT License.

A variable declared inside a function without any storage class specification, is by default an automatic
variable. They are created when a function is called and are destroyed automatically when the function exits.
Automatic variables can also be called local variables because they are local to a function. By default they are
assigned garbage value by the compiler. The register variable functionality is same as auto storage class except
that storage of variable is in register instead of memory. Register variable has faster access than normal
variable. Frequently used variables are kept in register. Only few variables can be placed inside register
depends on the register of processors. The Register variable does not guarantee the storage of variable in
register it depends on the availability of register. We can never get the address of such variables. This storage
class is used to declare static variables which are popularly used while writing programs in C language. Static
variables have a property of preserving their value even after they are out of their scope! Hence, static
variables preserve the value of their last use in their scope. So we can say that they are initialized only once
and exist till the termination of the program. Thus, no new memory is allocated because they are not
re-declared. Their scope is local to the function to which they were defined. Global static variables can be
accessed anywhere in the program. By default, they are assigned the value 0 by the compiler. The extern
keyword is used before a variable to inform the compiler that this variable is declared somewhere else. The
extern declaration does not allocate storage for variables. When you have multiple files and you define a
global variable or function, which will also be used in other files, then extern will be used in another file to
provide the reference of defined variable or function. Just for understanding, extern is used to declare a global
variable or function in another file. The extern modifier is most commonly used when there are two or more
files sharing the same global variables or functions as explained below. When this program is executed, it
produces the following result?
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Chapter 2 : Top + CakePHP Interview Questions - Best CakePHP Interview Questions and Answers | Wisd
Important CakePHP Interview Questions with best Answers. These questions are are frequently asked in interview and
very helpful for freshers.

TimeHelper What is a Behavior? Behaviors are used to change the way models behaves and enforcing model
to act as something else. What is the difference between Component, Helper, Behavior? What is a Element?
Element in cakephp are smaller and reusable bits of view code. Elements are usually rendered inside views.
What is a layout? Layout in cakephp are used to display the views that contain presentational code. In simple
views are rendered inside a layout How to set layout in the controller? For example, Now all these variables
will be available in respective view file. To get current url in cakephp use, echo Router:: If you want to get
relative path instead of full URL,then use the following code: This will produce absolute URL excluding
hostname i. The bindModel and unbindModel Model methods are used to create and destroy model
associations on the fly. To understand this topic follow this post: Recursive in cakephp 43 How can we use
ajax in cakephp? By calling ajax helper and then using it in controller for rendering. Has and belongs to many
is a kind of associations that can be defined in models for retrieving associated data across different entities.
By adding the javascript files in webroot and call them in default views if needed everywhere or just in the
related veiws. There will be two vendor folders available in cakephp frame work. The vendor folder in the root
folder is used to place the third-party libraries which are used for multiple applications. If you want to change
it for particular controller then add it into that controller only. You can also change it for the specific action of
the controller by putting it in that action of controller. You cannot specify multiple extensions, however it
seems like there is a fall back to. To set a custom page title, copy-paste following code anywhere in your static
page. If you want to display the schema of particular model then you just need to add the following single line
of code.
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Chapter 3 : CakePHP Tutorial - CakePHP Tutorial Videos | Wisdom Jobs
Need to change your career to Cakephp?Then we will offer you with all the essential entity for you to clear the interview
in Cakephp blog.quintoapp.com our jobs portal you will find the number of jobs associated to you along with the
Cakephp Interview Questions and Answers.

TimeHelper What is a Behavior? Behaviors are used to change the way models behaves and enforcing model
to act as something else. What is the difference between Component, Helper, Behavior? What is a Element?
Element in cakephp are smaller and reusable bits of view code. Elements are usually rendered inside views.
What is a layout? Layout in cakephp are used to display the views that contain presentational code. In simple
views are rendered inside a layout How to set layout in the controller? For example, Now all these variables
will be available in respective view file. While using multiple validation rules for the same field you must
keep the rule key "unique". To get current url in cakephp use, echo Router:: If you want to get relative path
instead of full URL,then use the following code: The bindModel and unbindModel Model methods are used to
create and destroy model associations on the fly. To understand this topic follow this post: By calling ajax
helper and then using it in controller for rendering. Has and belongs to many is a kind of associations that can
be defined in models for retrieving associated data across different entities. By adding the javascript files in
webroot and call them in default views if needed everywhere or just in the related veiws. There will be two
vendor folders available in cakephp frame work. The vendor folder in the root folder is used to place the
third-party libraries which are used for multiple applications. If you want to change it for particular controller
then add it into that controller only. You can also change it for the specific action of the controller by putting it
in that action of controller. You cannot specify multiple extensions, however it seems like there is a fall back
to. To set a custom page title, copy-paste following code anywhere in your static page. If you want to display
the schema of particular model then you just need to add the following single line of code.
Chapter 4 : Latest CakePHP Interview Questions - Interview 4 All
These cakephp interview questions are use full both fresher and experienced people. What is Cakephp? CakePHP is a
free, open-source, rapid development framework for PHP.

Chapter 5 : Top 50 CakePHP Interview Questions and Answers - Find your solution
The key 'rule' needs to be unique when calling multiple validation rules. In the case above, the notEmpty rule will never
be called, as the email rule will simply overwrite it (since the multidimensional array has the same key).

Chapter 6 : CakePHP Interview Questions and Answers | Top Interview Questions and Answers
CakePHP is an open-source free web framework based on MVC pattern and written in PHP scripting Language for rapid
web development. CakePHP Interview Questions and Answers | Top Interview Questions and Answers.

Chapter 7 : Top 50 CakePHP Interview Questions and Answers
Question: What Is The Use Of blog.quintoapp.com And blog.quintoapp.comSeed In Cakephp? The blog.quintoapp.com
is used for generating hashes. The blog.quintoapp.comseed is used for encrypt/decrypt strings.

Chapter 8 : What is CakePHP ? - Online Interview Questions
CakePHP is an open-source free web framework written in PHP scripting Language for rapid web development.
CakePHP follows the model-view-controller (MVC) approach and modeled after the concepts of Ruby on Rails, and
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distributed under the MIT License.

Chapter 9 : MySQL Online Test | SWCodes-PHP Interview Questions and Answers
CakePHP is an open source web framework. It is developed by the Cake Software Foundation Inc and was first
released thirteen years ago in It is multilingual and written in PHP. It is distributed under the MIT License. CakePHP
makes building websites faster and simpler. It also requires less.
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